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In the first part of this paper [6], henceforth denoted (E), the classification 
problem for Lie algebras of type E, over a real or p-adic field K was solved by 
explicitly displaying an element from each isomorphism class of K-forms. 
For forms of type EdI this element was provided by the Tits construction from 
a pair (6, PI), K a Cayley algebra over k, 2l a Jordan algebra of formd+, 23 central 
simple associative of degree 3 over K. For type Eslr the element was provided 
by Albert’s twisted construction e(& , J exceptional central simple Jordan 
over k. In the same paper the algebras of type E,, over algebraic number fields 
were classified in the same manner. In a subsequent paper [5j a subclass of the 
algebras of type Es,* was classified for algebraic number fields. Techniques 
developed in those papers have thus far proved insufficient to yield complete 
classification for algebraic number fields due to complications introduced by 
the existence of simple associative algebras with involutions of the second kind 
over such fields. In this paper we complete the classification for algebraic number 
fields using as our basic tool a Hasse Principle for forms of E,, (5.2) derived from 
the Hasse Principle for simply connected algebraic groups of the same type. 
Application of Landherr’s results on algebras with involution of the second 
kind allows us to prove: 
THEOREM. If 52 is of type E6 over an algebraic numberjeld k, then 2 s Z(6,2l), 
the Tits algebra constructedfrom suitable 6, 9l. 
As a further consequence of the Hasse principle we rederive isomorphism 
conditions for algebras e(3),, first discovered by R. B. Brown in his University 
of Chicago dissertation [3]. 
1. Throughout, k denotes a fixed base field (of characteristic 0), K 
an algebraically closed extension of k of sufficiently arge transcendency degree. 
If k is an algebraic number field, S denotes the set of primes of k, S, the set 
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of real primes, and k, denotes the completion of k at p, which we identify with 
a subfield of K. If L _C K, z denotes the algebraic losure of L in K. We denote 
by G(L) the Galois group of E over L and by Hi(L, U), the Galois cohomology 
set W(G(L), U). 
We also fix a Cayley algebra & over K, denote by &a the K-algebra 6 0 Ka , 
by 5 the exceptional central simple Jordan algebra $3(&a, 1) of symmetric 
elements in &a relative to c @ a ---f c @ at, by 2 the Lie algebra Q(3) (see (E) 
for definition) and by Horn 3 the associative algebra of K-linear transforma- 
tions of 3 over K. 
The algebra 2(&, K+a) = Der & + K* @ K*, + Der K+, , where Der X 
is the Lie algebra of derivations of X, X* the space of elements of generic trace 0 
(TX(X) = 0), is a Lie algebra of type E, over K with product defined by 
for Di E Der &, Ei E Der K+, , ai E K+, , ci E 6, X, (resp. x1) denoting right 
(resp. left) multiplication in X, D,1,,2 the inner derivation of 6 defined by cr 
and c2 , 7~ projection on X* relative to X = kl 1 X*. These algebras were intro- 
duced by Tits [15] and extensively studied by Jacobson [8] (note that coefficients 
in (1) differ from those in [8]. This can be accounted for by replacing K+, 
by its &isotope). 
Clearly the analogous construction to (I), carried out for arbitrary k-forms 
K of & and ‘3 of K+, yields a k-form X(6, %) of ‘X(6, Ka). 
2. In (E) a construction Q(6, b), b an associative form of K3 , was 
introduced which is analogous to the Tits construction. Since Der b = 
Der bf = {ad b 1 b ES}, ad b: y --f yb - by, it is an easy matter to verify that 
9(@, KS) E 2(&, K+J under the natural mapping which identifies 1 @ K*, 
with Der K+, via 1 @ b --f ad b. Equation (10) of (E) thus yields 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. I): D + c @ a + au’y --z D @ 1 + (c @ a), + (c @ uth + 
I @ (y,. +yYlt) for DrzDer&, CE&*, y, UE(K+J*, is un isotnorphistn from 
2(c, K+8) onto 2. 
Since clearly, for (I a k-form of & and ‘3 = k+,, # /~(a,$) maps 2(C:, k+,) onto 
i?(!+j& , 1)) we have 
(2.2) COROLLARY. 2(6, k+& e 2($(&, 1))). 
From the product definition (1) one sees immediately 
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(2.3) PROPOSITION. Lf 01: 6 ---f Cl, 8: 9I -+ 2V are isomorphisms, M(ol, fi): D + 
cOa+E~ol-lDol+c&Oa~+B-lE~ is an &morphism between the k-forms 
‘X(6, ‘8) and 2(CV, ‘W) if (I and (I1 (resp. ‘% and ‘W) are k-forms of d (resp. K+J. 
For x invertible in any associative algebra 3E, we denote by xY the mapping 
y + x-lyx. When the context makes the meaning clear, we shall also denote 
by xv the restriction to a suitable invariant subspace. For a E SL(3, K) _C K3, 
we denote by 0, the mapping: c @ x --f c @ atxa of $ restricted to 3. Direct 
computation from (2.1) yields 
(2.4) LEMMA. The isomorphism 6: M + I,-~M# of Aut(2(&, K+J) onto 
Aut 8 satisjes (i) M(I, t) ~8 = T: I -+ &, (ii) M(I, au) $ = 0,” and (iii) 
&I(a, I) $ = (a @ I)v where t denotes transpose in K3 , t$ transpose in Horn 3 
relative to Tj , a E SL(3, K) and 01 E Aut 5. 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) are immediate from an analysis of the action of 0,” and 
(a @ 1)” on elements of 5 expressed in the form of images under I/. (i) also follows 
by direct computation once one observes that the trace form in 3 is the restriction 
of the tensor product of the trace forms of & and K3 . 
3. The automorphism group of e is Aut 2 = Aut, 2 x r Aut, 2, 
T as in (2.4), Aut, 2 = (0” ] 0 E O(3), Q(3) the group of linear transformations 
of 3 preserving the generic norm [13]). We shall call two k-forms 2r, !& of E 
inner isomorphic (notation: !& E a.&) if there is 4 E Aut, 5 such that !r&$ = f?s . 
Standard arguments relating Galois cohomology to k-forms [14] show that if 
2 is the k-form L?(!+j($ ,1)) of 2 for E a k-form of 5, and if Aut 2 is given the 
structure of G(k)-group via a specified k-form 2 of 9, the elements of 
HI(k, Aut,, 2) are in l-1 correspondence with the set of inner isomorphism 
classes of inner twists of !Z (forms with related 1-cocycle lying completely within 
Aut, 9). 
If we pick a k-form CC of & and take f! = e($(C:, , 1)) to be the k-form of E 
defining the action on W(k, Aut I?), the inner twists are by definition the forms 
of type EBI , all other forms of type Es,, . From (E) we know that if 9i is a k-form 
of 2 of type EsI, there is a quadratic extension F(!&) such that F(B,) 8, C E 
is an F(!&)-form of type EBI . For all k Z F C K such that F!& is of type EGI 
over F, F 1 F(B,). 
For k-forms 6 of 5 and ‘8 of K+3 we have 
(3.1) LEMMA. 2(6,2l) $ is of type E,, if and only if there is an assoc&ive 
k-form b of K3 with ‘% g !B+. 
Proof. If ‘$I is of form 23+ and !B corresponds to the 1-cocycle s -+ b(s)Y E
Aut ks , %(a, 52I) corresponds to the 1-cocycle s -+ I @ b(s)Y E Aut 2(C, k+a). 
By (2.4), 2(CZ, ?I) zj is thus defined by s -+ O&,, . Now Obts) is easily shown by 
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direct computation to be an isomorphism from 3 to the isotope s@), 
u = b(s)t b(s). Since b(s) E SL(3, K), by b(s) E $(Ks , 1) has generic norm 
(= det) 1, hence by b(s) h as norm 1 in $(6,, 1). It follows from [9, p. 242-J 
that Oats) E Q(3), hence 2(0;, QI) 4 is of type Ear . 
If 5X*%+, 2l =!+j(!&a), 23 simple associative over a quadratic extension 
F of K, cr an involution of the second kind. In this case standard descent arguments 
for forms of K+, show that for some s E G(K), the one-cocycle c defining 2l 
satisfies c(s) = t&s)“. Arguing as above and using (2.4) (i) we see that 2(0, a) # 
is an outer form with F(Z(0, 9I) #) = F. 
In the special case F = K(Nz) a quadratic extension of R, y = diag{y, , ys , 7s) 
with yi E K*, z ---f z the nontrivial K-automorphism of F, uv : (Q) + yl(Qt y, 
the algebra 2(0, $i(F, , y CJ)) # corresponds to the one cocycle s -+ I if s E G(F), 
s -+ TO,,” if s E G(K) - G(F). Now for J = $(C& , l), e(g) = !Z(~(V)) [8, p. 541, 
hence we may think of the Galois action of G(K) as defined by 2(3(v)). By [9, 
p. 244, (74)l th e g eneric trace bilinear form T, of 3(v) is given by T,(u, w) = 
T~(uU,, , w). Since direct computation establishes that 0, = U, , it follows that 
-TO,,” is just transpose relative to T, . It follows from the proof of Lemma 1 
of(E), along with the fact that &(0s , l)(y) g $$Cs , y) that 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Z(K, b(F, , uJ) # = i!(3.cv)),+ c i?($(C& , y)h . 
4. In (E) we introduced, for each k-form !i? of E, the K-associative algebra 
B* generated by 5? in Horn 3. As a refinement of Proposition 1 of (E) we see 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. If !i?l z0 !i$ tkEn i?*1 E B*, . 
If f! is of type E,r ,5?* is central simple of exponent one or three (E, Theorem 
1, a)). Moreover Lemma 4 of (E) yields (for bon the opposite algebra) 
(4.2) LEMMA. (%((I, %?I) #)* - 230~ if ‘iJl = b+, 23 a k-form of K3 . 
Since Bop - Sip . 1= 1s equivalent to b, g b, this yields 
(4.3) COROLLARY. 2&,23+,) eO 2(&,,23+,)$ if 6, z 6, and 
(Wl ,2-J+,) t4* e (W, > @+,I #I)** 
Proof. The condition on enveloping algebras implies ?& E 23s in the light 
of (4.2). Since every isomorphism from br to !Bs is induced by an isomorphism 
of K3 and since for any automorphism cx of &, 01 @ I induces an element of 
S(3) it follows from (2.4) that there is an inner automorphism of B mapping 
Z(QG , bf) #J OntO F2 , St,) 1G. 
We recall for later use that if r! is a k-form of type Es,, of 2, g* = (F(C) i?)* 
is central simple with exponent 1 or 3 over F(i?) and is an algebra with involution 
of the second kind. 
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5. Henceforth we assume K an algebraic number field with set 5’ of 
primes. The classification of algebras of type E, over k is a direct consequence of 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let G be an adjoint group of type Es over k. The mapping 
c: HI(k, c) + npES W(k, , c) is inject&e. 
Proof. Let G be a simply connected covering group of G. The center of G 
is a cyclic group isomorphic to Z, and the covering sequence gives rise to the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
H’(k, Zs) - HI(k, G) - Hl(k, C) d Hz& Z,) 
-1 
a 
1 
b 
1 
c 
1 
d 
n: HV, , Z,) -+ n: Hl(k, , G) -+ n HYk,, e) + I-I Hz@, , Z,) 
9-w =%a MS ws 
(note the restriction to Sa in the first two products as a consequence of [IO]). 
Since for k, = R, [&, : k,] = 2, W(k,, Z,) = 1 [16, p. 891 so (a) is surjective. 
(b) is bijective by [7]. By twisting arguments and diagram chasing (see [5] for 
an analogous argument) it suffices to show d is injective. 
By duality Theorem A [14, Sect. 6.31, Ker d is in duality with kerf, 
f: W(k, Z’,) + flsEs Hl(k, , Z’,) where Z’s = Hom(Z, , K*) is again a cyclic 
group of order three. If the action of G(k) on Z’, is trivial, f can be interpreted as 
assigning to each cyclic extension L of k of dimension one or three the tuple 
consisting of all extensions Lp of k, where P is a prime of L dividing p. It is 
thus tear that kerf = 1. 
If the action is not trivial, there is a quadratic extension F of k such that G(F) 
acts trivially. The mapping resF/k: H1(k, Z’a) -+ HI(F, Z’,) is injective [16, 
2-4-91. Since the diagram 
W(k, Z,‘) - Hl(F, Z,‘) 
1 1 
Fs H’(kg 9 Zs’) + I7 HYF, 9 Z,‘> 
PIP 
DE.!3 
commutes it follows from the first case that kerf = 1 and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. The mapping p -+ M(I, /I) # * is an injection of Aut, KS into Aut, a 
which can be lifted to the simply connected covering groups SL(3, k) and S(3) 
in a natural way via a + 0, . This induces a commutative diagram of cohomology 
sets from which one can deduce the theorem 5.1, as well as the fact that d is 
surjective, from the results of [l I] in the case of classical groups of type A, . 
Since Auto 2 is an adjoint group of type EB , the interpretation of Hl(k, Aut, 2) 
in Section 3 leads to the 
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(5.2) HASSE PRINCIPLE FOR FORMS OF TYPE E, . Let !&, i = 1,2 be k-forms of 
2. If k,!2!, E,, k,22 for all p E S, !i?, =O Q2 . 
Proof. k,Q!, ~a k,B, Vp E S implies easily that !Zr and 8, are of the same 
Ee type and, if of type EBII , that F(Q!,) = F(!&). Thus & is an inner twist of 9r , 
hence both can be identified with elements of H1(k, Aut, s) for some Galois 
action. k,f& so k&l?!, Vp then implies C(Q) = C(Q), hence Q = ~a by (5.1). 
Remark. The existence of k-forms Bi of Ka for which k,B+, s k,8+, 
for all p E S but for which 23+r e B+, , in the light of (4.2) and (E, Proposition l), 
shows that k,!i!?, E k,!2!, is insufficient toprove f!r s !& so in a sense (5.2) is the 
strongest possible Hasse principle in this setting. 
6. We now turn to the question of classification of k-forms of & We 
note first 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let 2 be a k-form of 2, f? g 2(C, 9l) #for some QY, Cu. Then 
there is a form W of K+, such that f! sO %(a, 2P) #. 
Proof. If ‘$I does not work, replace ‘8 by ‘%l = St, so 211 is again a k-form 
of kf and X(6, YI) II, is outer isomorphic to 2(%:, 211) # by (2.4). 
The necessary local information for application of (5.2) is contained in two 
lemmas. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Let 2 be a k-form of B, k,!C? of type EeE,, over k, . Then there are 
k,-forms &, of & and 23, of A, such that k,(! go It@, ,23+,,) #. Moreover, 
%(CS;, , b+,) 4 so 5(CZD1, (S,l)+) # ;f and only if C:, z C&,l and 23, g 23,l. 
Proof. That L? =O 2(&:, ,23+,) is Theorem 5(a) of (E) together with (6.1). 
If &, s &,’ and d, s .9&l, 2(&, , b+,) $ se 2(cD1, (S,l)+) + by (4.3) and 
14.2). Conversely, inner isomorphism implies b, s !B1,l by (4.1) and (4.2) 
and &:, r &,l by (E, Lemma 5). 
(6.3) LEMMA. Let f? be a k-form of 2, k,B of type EeII over k, . Then there is 
a k,-form (X5, of & and an involution r9 in F(k&?)3 such that k,!iS? =. 2(6,, ‘2&J 
where 2&, = $j(F(kJ?) 3 , T,). If k, is p-ad&z, two such k,-forms !Z1 and !& are inner 
isomorphic ;f and only if F(f$) = F(!&). If k, is real Z(&, ,5X:,) go 2(6’, , 2l’J 
if and only if(i) C&, g C’, and (ii) ‘$fz, z W, whenever CC, is a division algebra. 
Proof. That k,!2 is of the desired form is Theorem 5(b) of (E), (6.1) and 
(3.2). Since one sees easily that algebras of form e(g), admit an outer auto- 
morphism (negative transpose in k(W)s), it s&ices to consider isomorphism 
rather than inner isomorphism. For p-adic places, if F(!Z!,) = F(!&) the iso- 
morphism follows from two facts: (a) every Cayley algebra over F(!&) is split 
and (b) there is a unique (to scalar multiple) Hermitian form in three variables 
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over F(!Q. The converse is immediate since F(B) is an isomorphism invariant 
in general. For p E Sa , the isomorphism conditions are a consequence of the 
computation of the signature of the Killing forms, in the light of Cartan’s 
real classification [4]. The essential ingredients for such a computation can be 
found in [8]. 
(6.4) THEOREM. Let 2 be a k-form of type E, , k an algebraic number Jield. 
Then there is a Cayley algebra 6 over k and a k-form 2l of k5 such that 
I! &g 2(6, a). 
Proof. It suffices to assume 2 a k-form of 9. By (6.2) and (6.3) there exists, 
for each p E S, a Cayley form 6, of 5 and a k-form ‘$I, of K+, such that k,2 go 
X(E, , 21z,) +. We select a k-form 6 of & such that k,C z 6, Vp E S [2]. 
If B is of type E,, , g* is of exponent one or three, hence !i?* z k, @I sop, 
B central simple associative over k, hence we assume !I? a k-form of Ka [I, 
Chap. 9, Theorem 32.1. 
Set 2!, = ‘Z(C& 23+) 16. (k$B)OP N (k,!Gl)* by (4.2). Since (k/2)* = k,f!* - 
(k$B)op and k,2 go X(6,, ‘3,) $ where 2&, = bf, by (3.1), 8, s k&B for 
all p E S by (4.1). It follows from (6.2) that k&?!, so k,L! Vp E S, hence Z1 s 2 
by (5.2). 
Let L! be of type EsII over k and let S,, = {p E S/k,!2 of type Esr>, 
S, = S - S, . e* = (F(g) g)* g F(e), @ d”P, 23 a F(2)-form of Ka which, 
since $* is an algebra with involution of the second kind, must also admit an 
involution of the second kind [l, Chap. 10, Theorem 131. If p E Sa , 211, = d+, , 
d, a form of Ka , and an argument as above shows k,d E 23$ Vp E So . It 
follows from (6.2) that for ‘Ql = $$B, T), T any involution of the second kind, 
Br = %(a, a) # satisfies k,!& z k,!C! Vp E So . 
It follows immediately from the proof of [12, Theorem 51 that the involution T 
can be selected in such a way as to guarantee k$j(b, T) s 91D (&, fixed elements 
in an algebra 8, with involution of the second kind by (3.1)) for all p E SW n Sr . 
SinceF(k,f!r) = center kg23 = center(k$)* = F(k,!2) it follows from (6.3) that 
for all p E S, , 7 as above, k,!+$ = Z(k,& k,%) + s Z(C&, , 9lI,) (G z,, k,!& thus 
it follows from (5.2) that !& s L). 
7. One obtains from (5.2) one version of a complete set of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for two k-forms of 2 to be inner isomorphic. General 
conditions for isomorphism are harder to come by. One can derive easily 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. 2(CC, ‘3) g X(&l, 2F) implies 6 E (51 for an algebraic 
number field k. 
Proof. T(CC, ‘2X) z Z(C2, W) implies 2(k,C, k,‘%) 9 z 2(k,Q, k,‘W) # V 
p E S. By (6.1) we may assume (considering each p separately) that the iso- 
morphism is inner. Then (6.2) and (6.3) yield k,CC E k,U Vp, hence K g Q. 
48115211-14 
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For algebras of type E,, we have shown in (E) that additionally Z(&, 2l) r 
2(&l, W) implies 2l z 211, hence in this case we have necessary and sufficient 
conditions. Even over the real numbers this is not true for algebras of type 
411 (see (6.3)). 
In the special case of the algebras A!(3), , 3 = 5(&s, y), where we include 
e(3) as !G(J)i (algebras with split envelopes) we can obtain from (5.2) explicit 
isomorphism conditions dependent on the local behaviour of 3 and A. Recall 
that if K is an algebraic number field, every exceptional central simple algebra 
over k is isomorphic to some sj((K;,), , yy) where t&, = (- 1, - 1, CL), yy =: 
diag{l, 1, v} [2]. For each p E SR , denote by 4, the corresponding injection of 
k into Iw. 
(7.2) THEOREM (Brown). For !i!i = i!(!$T.Lli)3 , Y~~))~, , i = 1, 2, & z !& 
if and only if 
(i) h,h, E k2, 
(4 PA * PA > 0 VP E SR , 
(iii) VP E SR such that pi& < 0 and hif& < 0 (viv2) $, > 0. 
Proof. From (2.2) and (3.2) !Zi g T(a,,(, ‘%i)# where 9li = k+, if L?i is 
of type E,I ,2Ii = !+j(F3, ~7,“) if L?i oft ype EelI , F(!i!i) = F = k((hi)1’2)o !i!l g 522 
implies !& and !G2 are of the same E,, type and moreover, if of type E,,, , that 
F(i?!,) = F(S2), hence (i) follows. Proposition (7.1) implies f&z g (XWz, hence 
(ii), while (iii) follows from (6.3) and an analysis of the distinct Hermitian forms 
in three dimensions over C. Conversely, since under the assumptions 
F(!&) = F(.f!!,) and at every p-adic place k,!& g k,‘312 (both are matrix algebra 
and there is a unique involution of the second kind) it follows immediately that 
k,!& E k,!i!!, for all such p. Since in general these algebras admit an outer 
isomorphism, to apply (5.2) requires only that we conclude isomorphism at all 
real places. Now (ii) implies k,QIul g k& VP E Sa , hence (Z+i E (Xi,* ;
(i) implies k,!i?!, and k,i?, have the same E6 type. For f?i of type EdI this suffices 
by (6.2). For !G!, of type EBlr , (iii) implies that the conditions of (6.3) are satisfied. 
Thus k,!i$ E,, k/i?!, VP E S so !& z !iZ2 by (5.2). 
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